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Professor Ortner examines the Sherpas of the Himalayas.
Slow-simmering romance, secrets by the dozen, heart-warming triumph, and a crew of sexy lumberjack werebears come together to tell Brighton's
story in this final installment of T. S. Joyce's bestselling Saw Bears series. Brighton Beck's inner grizzly is out of control. It's been
months since he killed his tormentor, but just seeing the man who stole his voice has put his bear on a bender. When a timid woman at a local
diner approaches him, he couldn't be less interested. She's mousy, submissive, and worst of all...human. Or at least he thinks she is, but
she proves to him things aren't always as they appear. And now it's up to Brighton, and his broken bear, to find out who Turned her. Everly
Moore is up to her eyeballs in problems, and at the top of the pile is a sickness her doctors can't figure out. When Brighton takes an oath
to draw her bear from her, it's apparent he's not only lost his voice, but he's lost his mind as well. But when she discovers the dark secret
of what's been done to her, she'll have to lean on the quiet man who has intrigued her throughout the years. The only problem is, Brighton is
fighting demons of his own, and if she can't reach the animal within her and survive the Change, she and the man she is falling in love with
could both be lost. Content Warning: explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Adult only bear shifter
romance.
People who seek spiritual experiences apart from God often discover too late that they are controlled by the power of darkness and that their
guidance is demonic.
Here are The Prince and the most important Discourses, newly translated into spare, vivid English by one of the most gifted historians of his
generation. Why a new translation? "Machiavelli was never the dull, worthy, pedantic author who appears in the pages of other translations",
says David Wootton in his Introduction. "In the pages that follow I have done my best to let him speak in his own voice." (And indeed,
Wootton's Machiavelli literally does so when the occasion demands: Renderings of that most problematic of words, virtù, are in each instance
followed by the Italian). Notes, a map, and an altogether remarkable Introduction, no less authoritative for being grippingly readable, help
make this edition an ideal first encounter with Machiavelli for any student of history and political theory.
On Display
Duke of Daring
Historical Perspectives
The Terrible Hodag and the Animal Catchers
Planeshift
It's The Freaking Apocalypse And This Is My New Boyfriend
Things are hot and getting hotter... Escape into this delicious shifter romance from bestselling author MaryJanice Davidson. Oz Adway is a
rare breed: an accountant who wants to get dirty. He's a werewolf working for the Interspecies Placement Agency so it's not long before he
gets the opportunity to break out of his boring, safe office job. He volunteers to find runaway bear cub Sally Smalls, recently orphaned by
a plane crash. Piece of cake, right? Unfortunately, Sally's taken refuge with "ordinary" human Lila Kai. Lila has no idea what's going on,
but she'll destroy anyone who tries to take the cub. Oz is not about to let a human jeopardize his daring career move, no matter how
attractive he finds her. Lila knows something's different about the sexy weirdo who keeps popping up in the wrong place at the right time.
She's determined to figure out what, regardless of the escalating threats to her safety and Oz's distracting hotness. She didn't move into a
cursed house and take in a werebear just to run when things get complicated. Together, Oz and Lila will prevail! But only if they can keep
their hands off each other... Put away your pocket protectors: This hilarious story includes a nerdy shifter accountant with a bad-boy side,
a fiercely protective human heroine, and a baby bear cub who will make every reader sigh in cuteness. Fans of Shelly Laurenston and
paranormal adventure won't want to miss the newest installment in the BeWere My Heart series! "This hilarious, sizzling romance [is] perfect
for fans of Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark series."—Publishers Weekly for Bears Behaving Badly "Davidson is in fine form with the overthe-top humor and outrageous situations that have made her a bestseller."—Booklist for Me, Myself, and Why
The Pleasures of Cocaine conveys the impartial facts of the uses and abuses of cocaine. Without bias, many different aspects are covered:
History, effects, uses, pleasures, dangers Avoiding abusive side effects Determining quality Substances used to cut coke and thier effects
Testing for purity and removing impurities Improving appearance Inside look at dealing Cultivation of coca plants Coca leaf botany
When animal catchers come to the forest looking for the scary-looking, but very kindly, Hodag to take him to a zoo, a group of lumberjacks
must find a way to protect their friend.
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A group of New Zealand's leading cultural studies scholars provide their perspectives on the politics of display in this thought-provoking
collection of essays. Philip Armstrong, Roger Blackley, Kyla McFarlane, Annie Potts, and Paul Williams, among others, showcase their
thinking about cultural activities—looking and showing, viewing and arranging—that are deeply embedded in ideology. From the antique plaster
casts held by Auckland Museum to the wild foods on New Zealand's West Coast, the essays pursue a variety of trajectories on how New
Zealanders display themselves and what they profess and contest in their collective representations.
Sherpas Through Their Rituals
An Anthropologist Examines America's Enduring Legend
Dungeons and Dragons Campaign Setting
You Can't Kill Snow White
Spirit Eidolon Solonavi Celestial
Folklore, Ancient History, and Nationalism
Can you ever hold on to a ghost?Elliot is tracking an elusive killer, code named Ghost, with ties to organized crime. Every time the Sanctuary team gets close, Ghost slips their grasp.Cole has nowhere left to
turn. With his father dying and his sister in danger, he turns for help to the very people trying to track him down. Sanctuary's assistance is what he needs to punch another hole in Varga's
organization.When Elliot and Cole meet, it isn't just passion that consumes them. When lust becomes something more, Elliot realizes that sometimes you can't hold on to a ghost, and that sacrifice is often
the only way to make things right.
How does someone become a piece of meat? Carol J. Adams answers this question in this provocative book—her most controversial since The Sexual Politics of Meat—by finding insidious, hidden meanings
in the culture around us. With 200 illustrations, this courageous book establishes why Adams's slide show, upon which The Pornography of Meat is based is so popular on campuses and is reviled by the
groups she takes on with insight and passion.
Arranged marriage, hidden agendas, deep secrets, and heart-pounding romance come together to tell Bruiser's story in the 5th installment of T. S. Joyce's bestselling Saw Bears series. Diem Daye has led a
sheltered life. As the only breeding female of her kind, her father has kept her tucked away and heavily guarded. But when he makes a deal behind her back, and marries her off to a local lumberjack
werebear, she fights everything that is expected of her. As the dust settles and she begins to realize just how special her arranged union to Bruiser Keller is, she'll have to decide to make the ultimate
sacrifice for her kind, or live and love in the safety of her new mate's protection. Bruiser made a deal with a legendary shifter to save his family, but the consequences run deep when he returns home to the
Asheland Mobile Park. Now he must marry a woman he's never met, and if Diem's pissed off countenance is anything to go by, she doesn't want this pairing any more than he does. Bruiser vows to soften
her hardened heart, but her secrets could bring danger to his beloved Ashe Crew, and could alter the course of his life forever. Love comes at a cost for shifters like Bruiser and Diem. If they want a real
shot at happiness, they'll have to learn how to survive each other. Content Warning: explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Adult only bear shifter romance.
Add a touch of horror to your AD&D game with this medieval Gothic setting! Vampires, werewolves, forbidding castles, and ghosts of all kinds inhabit the Demiplane of Dread. Features new rules for
creating heroes native to the domains, adapting magic to the demiplane, and dealing with fear and horror checks when the characters experience the true terror that dominates the Ravenloft "RM"
campaign.
Woodcutter Werebear
Beyond Boundaries
Bigfoot Exposed
The Ladies' Home Journal
The Animal-human Boundary
Lords of Scandal
The first wave is over, but the invasion rages on. In the midst of all-out war, the ground shifts and moves. Millions upon millions of invaders appear out of nowhere as the artificial plane of Rath overlays Dominaria,
covering the natural landscape with the unnatural horrors of Phyrexia. There is no rest for the wicked.
Beyond Boundariessteps into hitherto unknown territory in taking an interdisciplinary approach to the subject of animals.
Many favors have been asked of the Solonavi by warlords and generals across the Land. Now the Solonavi are calling in their debts, and the Spirit Eidolon is making sure that all favors owed are repaid in full. The
Spirit Ediolon Solonavi Celestial is the perfect centerpiece for a Solonavi army, or for any warlord looking to add serious power to his or her offense. Using the Mage Knight Titan rules, the Spirit Eidolon is well
equipped to serve in a variety of functions as part of any Mage Knight army. This figure is completely compatible with all other Mage Knight figures. The Solonavi Celestial has three different point values. The
young Solonavi is 266 points, the Mature Solanavi is 358 points and the Ancient Solnavi weighs in at 414 points! Contains: One pre-painted, fully assembled 5"-tall figure on a 3" combat-dial base, with complete
figure rules, and a point value sticker on the bottom of the combat-dial base.
Much of the modern-day vision of Santa Claus is owed to the Clement Moore poem "The Night Before Christmas." His description of Saint Nicholas personified the "jolly old elf" known to millions of children
throughout the world. However, far from being the offshoot of Saint Nicholas of Turkey, Santa Claus is the last of a long line of what scholars call "Wild Men" who were worshipped in ancient European fertility rites
and came to America through Pennsylvania's Germans. This pagan creature is described from prehistoric times through his various forms--Robin Hood, The Fool, Harlequin, Satan and Robin Goodfellow--into
today's carnival and Christmas scenes. In this thoroughly researched work, the origins of Santa Claus are found to stretch back over 50,000 years, jolting the foundation of Christian myths about the jolly old elf.
First Time Older Man Younger Woman Erotic Romance
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Night of the Grizzlies
Volume 2
Sawman Werebear
The Origins and Evolution of Saint Nicholas, Spanning 50,000 Years
The Board Game Book

An examination of the difficulties in fundamentally differentiating humans from all other animals.
Texts by Laura Hoptman, Akira Tatehata, Lynn Zelevansky
Award-winning author Madeline Hunter transports readers back to the scandal and intrigue of nineteenth-century England in the enthralling tale of a magnetically sensual man, a virtuous
woman, and a love story that will take your breath away. . . . She arrives at his home without warning or invitation, determined to win him to her campaign to reform women s rights.
Instead, Charlotte, the widowed Baroness Mardenford, ends up being nearly seduced by Nathaniel Knightridge. No woman is safe from the mesmerizing sensual power of the famed
courtroom advocate, and Charlotte discovers she is no exception. But does he recognize her as the masked woman who recklessly joined him in forbidden passion a month ago? And how to
avoid becoming his Lady of Sin when he decides to pursue her again?
Skyler Drake is in way over her head. As a breeder chosen by a Crestfall warrior, she's had plenty of time to accept her fate. But when a chance encounter in Saratoga thrusts her into the
path of a mysterious, and strange-talking shifter, Kellen, she begins to realize just how big the world is. And when Kellen-the-kidnapper turns out to be a battle-hardened werebear, she's
thinking she just might have stumbled upon someone who could love her despite her flaws-and possibly survive the wrath of her people. Kellen would rather be hanged than watch a woman
be hurt and trapped in a life she doesn't choose, and when he gets a glimpse at just how much Skyler is keeping inside, he doesn't think, only acts on protective instinct. Sure, he's
kidnapping her, but he knows what she really is, and she can escape any time she wants. Unfortunately, his bold moves and determination to show Skyler just how unbreakable she can be
put his crew of lumberjack bear shifters in peril. But if he can toe the edge of danger, and avoid the wrath of his alpha, he just might find a mate worth sharing his secrets with. Content
Warning: explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Adult only bear shifter romance.
The Bear in Nature, Myth, and Literature
Ghost
Love Forever
Why Not Me?
A Wolf After My Own Heart
Humbug
Some helpful rules to stay alive during an apocalypse: 1. Keep your socks dry. 2. Don't eat expired tuna. Seriously. 3. Grab the baddest scariest guy you see and don't let go. 4. Do
whatever he says (you might just like it). 5. Don't fall in love. They say romance died when society collapsed. They were right. It's brutal out here. My last date had no teeth. He took me
to the Great Tire Fire and roasted a rat on a stick. I was convinced I was going to die alone at the tender old age of twenty-two until I saw Max. He was wearing a freaking skull on his
head. It was terror at first sight. But like bacteria on wet socks, Max will grow on you. And this obsessive alpha might just give me the best happy ending you can get in this nightmarish
hellscape. The Ravagers were formed to kill all the zombies. Now that the zombies are long gone, who's left to take out the Ravagers? They're cruel, barbaric men who raid and steal from
the ordinary people trying to make a life after the carnage. When Marley gets stolen on a raid, she's expecting the worst, but she gets the best-she gets Max. Insta-love at its finest in a
SAFE read with no cheating and a HEA guaranteed. Enjoy!
A night of eternal terror. A world ruled by fear and horror. Vampires who command the night. Shapeshifters who prowl the forests. Eldritch ghouls and undead skeletons who prey upon a
fearful populace. If ever a world needed heroes, it is the world of Ravenloft.
Sawman Werebear
Painter, Brooke Belle, is running from her past and hoping that a few weeks in a quaint country cabin will bring her artistic muse back from the brink. But when she lands smack dab in
the middle of Asheland Mobile Park, she's sure there's been a mistake. Not only has her mentor rented her a dilapidated mobile home in the middle of nowhere, but the trailer park is
filled with big, burly, growly, flirty, sexy-as-hell lumberjacks. And one in particular is making her think that maybe she's landed right where she needs to be. Tagan James has a lot on his
shoulders. As second in a woodcutting crew of bear shifters, he's got all he can handle keeping his people from tearing each other apart on the job site. But when the beautiful, and
terribly human, Brooke Belle lands on his doorstep, all honest and vulnerable and pulling at his animal's protective instincts, he has to decide whether to boot her out of his park to
protect his heart, or take a risk and save her muse. Every bear shifter knows finding a mate can destroy a dominant like him. But as Brooke shows Tagan just how strong she can be, he's
second guessing everything-including his vow to never fall for a woman. Content Warning: explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Adult only bear shifter
romance.
The Inside Story of the Making and Unmaking of the Franken Presidency
Marven of the Great North Woods
Lumberjack Werebear
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Woodsman Werebear
Her Mystery Biker
Study Guide
When his Jewish parents send him to a Minnesota logging camp to escape the influenza epidemic of 1918, ten-year-old Marven finds a special friend.
In Bigfoot Exposed, biological anthropologist and primate physiology specialist David J. Daegling objectively examines the northwest American myth of
Bigfoot. Using scientific methodology, Daegling systematically and persuasively repudiates the evidence purportedly demonstrating the creature's
existence, and ultimately concludes that Bigfoot exists only in the popular imagination.
In this dark, genre-defying picture-book adaptation of Snow White, acclaimed artist Beatrice Alemagna tells the story from the point of view of the
jealous stepmother queen, to complicate the question of goodness and set into high relief the shadow side, with its capacity for evil, of human life.
Once upon a time, a child was born with skin as white as snow, lips as red as blood, and hair as black as ebony: the princess Snow White. She is
possessed of beauty and innocence, but there in the shadows lurks a queen who will remarry her widower father, a queen who is as empty and envious, as
narcissistic and fractured as is every life that gets stuck in the endless reflecting pool or mirror of the self. Void of love, it is hatred that
animates her. But like all true fairy tales, this story doesn't ask us to judge and condemn the queen and her hatred, but rather to consider the kinds
of behaviors and situations that invite evil, and where true innocence or goodness might lie. Following the first-person account of the queen, this
picture book for older readers illuminates her blinding obsession and insatiable jealousy, right up to the point of her violent undoing. This large
format picture book is made up of a repeating pattern of text and image: each double spread of text is followed by four striking full-spread paintings,
which are as riveting as they are unsettling. A bold adaptation of the Grimm's original text, this version of Snow White brilliantly puts us all in
touch with the messy, shadowed, fraught, and fragile inwardness we each possess. This is the second book to appear under Unruly, an imprint of picture
books for older readers, and will include an author's note and a short note to readers about how it continues to build this experimental framework of
visually complex, sophisticated picture books for teens and adults.
I'm a good girl. Work hard, don't play, never date. Well, except for that one time… For months I thought Axe was the one who got away. Turns out I was
better off without him, because now he's back, and it seems I didn't know him at all… The few hours I spent with Flick were the best of my life but my
job has to come first. Besides, I know better than most, guys in my line of work don't get happy endings. Only now she's in the middle of a real
sh*tstorm, and I'm undercover. Saving her could cost me my vengeance, but turning my back could cost me my soul. K. R. Max brings you dominant alpha
males, sweet, strong women, and lots of very hot and dirty shenanigans. No cheating or cliffhangers and a guaranteed happy ever after, all in a short,
intense read which is sure to raise your body temperature. If this sounds like your happy place, scroll up now and click that button! Then lock the door
and grab a glass of wine (or ice water)! It's about to get hot in here!
Magic in the Wind
Alien Entities
Lady of Sin
New Essays in Cultural Studies
The Art of P. T. Barnum
Timberman Werebear
He’s known as the Duke of Daring…but is he brave enough to take on one feisty spinster? The Duke of Darlington is on a mission. He needs to protect his secret gaming hell from a
group of debutantes who’ve stumbled upon his covert business. The problem… Miss Minerva Chase is not the average lady. From the moment his compatriots assign Daring to keep
watch over the fiery redhead, she begins stirring trouble. Not only is her tongue sharper than any sword he’s faced but her lips are achingly soft while she tosses barb after barb in
his direction. He’d like to throttle her, or kiss her, or perhaps protect the very spirit that drives him mad. Minnie knows a pompous, arrogant, infuriating man when she meets one and
she will not be intimidated. So what if he’s a duke with a secret? She won’t bend, not even when she realizes that he pushes her away because he’s been hurt before; a hurt she’s
experienced herself. And she will not give in to his will, even when his kiss lights her body to flame. But when he needs her help… well, that’s a little more difficult for a girl to refuse.
The problem is that once she’s seen his softer side, she’s in jeopardy of succumbing to the Duke of Daring. When it comes to love, is she brave enough to give away her heart?
Regency Romance ebook
In Nature Ethics: An Ecofeminist Perspective, Marti Kheel explores the underlying worldview of 'nature ethics, ' offering an alternative ecofeminist approach. Seeking to heal the
divisions between the seemingly disparate movements and philosophies of feminism, animal advocacy, environmental ethics, and holistic health, Kheel proposes an ecofeminist
philosophy that underscores the importance of empathy and care for individual beings as well as larger wholes
Danielle Clayton is back in her old stomping grounds after years of avoiding the man she had to leave behind. She's determined to make Saratoga her home again, but when she
sets eyes on her snarly, sexy ex, it's clear her feelings for him haven't cooled at all in the years she's been away. He kept too many secrets the first time around, but Denison has
changed. Maybe this time he'll open up and allow her into his life. Country crooner, tatted-up bad boy and grizzly bear shifter, Denison Beck, has been burned by love. He chose a
human mate at the tender age of twenty-one, but she left him high and dry with no explanation why. After four years of nursing a vow to never let a woman get close to him again,
his ex blows into town and stirs up emotions he hasn't felt in a long time. When forces beyond their control thrust them together, he'll have to decide whether to trust her with his
heart again or let her go. But if Danielle finds out what is really lurking in his past, it could put her life in danger, as well as that of his crew of lumberjack werebears. Content
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Warning: explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Adult only bear shifter romance.
Danger, betrayal, and redemption come together in the sixth installment in T. S. Joyce's bestselling Saw Bears series. Riley Miller is on the run. In an effort to do something nice, she
lands right in the middle of danger. A trek to the wilderness will put her under Damon Daye's protection, but it'll also dump her in the direct path of one sexy, snarly lumberjack
werebear, Drew. His interest is stirring up feelings she's forgotten exist, but she can't get too attached to him. She has two weeks to spend in the mountains, and after that, she must
leave to reclaim her life back in the city. But the Ashe Crew isn't making it easy on her. Here, she could find the life she's been looking for if only her demons would stay in her past.
Drew Hudson is losing his mind. Coming off a devastating loss, he's doing anything he can think of to keep his inner bear from going stark raving mad, including risky stunts that
threaten to expose the Ashe Crew as bear shifters. When a chance encounter with a sexy hitchhiker settles his animal side, he can't help but wonder about all the secrets Riley Miller
is keeping. But when her past unravels little by little, he'll have to take control of his animal in order to protect her. And if he can allow this selfless, mind-consuming, tough-as-nails
human to soften his heart, he just might find himself again. Content Warning: explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Adult only bear shifter
romance.
Selected Political Writings
Axman Werebear
The Sacred Paw
An Ecofeminist Perspective
Ravenloft
The Pleasures of Cocaine
The dramatic rise and dizzying fall of Al Franken, the first Jewish president of the United States. From the first days of the Franken campaign as the candidate pledges 'to walk the state of New Hampshire,
diagonally and then from side to side' as Al, aided by his covering sex addict and alcoholic deputy campaign manager, stuns the pundits by defeating Al Gore for the democratic nomination, then is swept into
office carrying all fifty states. But from that moment of triumph it's downhill all the way...
First in the Drake Sisters series from the "reigning queen of the paranormal romance"--#1 New York Times bestselling author of the Carpathian and Sea Haven novels. The story of Sarah, the eldest of the
extraordinary—and magical—Drake sisters, now rewritten and expanded, in this very special collector’s edition… “Sarah Drake has come home.” Ever since Damon Wilder sought refuge in Sea Haven, he’s
heard the same breathless rumor pass the lips of nearly every local in the sleepy coastal town. Even the wind seems to whisper her name—a reverie so powerfully suggestive that it carries the curious Damon
to Sarah’s clifftop home, and seeks to shelter him there. But Damon has not arrived alone. A killer has tracked him to Sea Haven, and into the shadows of Drake House. But Sarah has her own secrets, and
danger—as well as a desire more urgent than either has ever known—is just a whisper away… Magic in the Wind previously appeared in Lover Beware. Christine Feehan is the author of Dark Wolf, Dark Lycan,
Air Bound, Leopard's Prey, Samurai Game, and numerous other bestselling novels.
A biography of the famous American circus owner provides a detailed look at nineteenth-century popular culture
How do you fix a love that's been broken beyond repair? For years, Cassie Taylor tried to forget about Ethan Holt. He was the one great love of her life, and when he failed to return her love, a part of her died
forever. Or so she thought. Now she and Ethan are sharing a Broadway stage, and he's determined to win her back. Claiming to be a changed man, he's finally able to say all the things she needed to hear
years ago, but can she believe him? What makes this time different from all his other broken promises? Ethan knows he can't change their tumultuous past, but if he's going to have any chance of being with
the woman he loves, he'll need to convince Cassie that her future belongs with him. Don't miss this stunning conclusion to the unforgettable love story that captivated over two million fans online. "The
emotions were superb. Hottest new book couple!" -Jennifer Probst, New York Times bestselling author of The Marriage Bargain "Leisa Rayven crashes onto the romance scene, laughing, flirting, and just
daring us to put Bad Romeo down. I couldn't!" -Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Bastard
Broken Juliet
Nature Ethics
Giants in Those Days
Domains of Dread
Humans and Animals
The Pornography of Meat
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